Contrary to the situation which holds for the canonical theory described in the first paper of this series, there exists at present no tractable pure operator language on which to base a manifestly covariant quantum theory of gravity. One must construct the theory by analogy with conventional 5-matrix theory, using the c-number language of Feynman amplitudes when nothing else is available. The present paper undertakes this construction. It begins at an elementary level with a treatment of the propagation of small disturbances on a classical background. The classical background plays a fundamental role throughout, both as a technical instrument for probing the vacuum (i.e. , analyzing virtual processes) and as an arbitrary fiducial point for the quantum fluctuations. The problem of the quantized light cone is discussed in a preliminary way, and the formal structure of the invariance group is displayed. A condensed notation is adopted which permits the Yang-Mills field to be studied simultaneously with the gravitational field. Generally covariant Green s functions are introduced through the imposition of covariant supplementary conditions on small disturbances. The transition from the classical to the quantum theory is made via the Poisson bracket of Peierls. Commutation relations for the asymptotic fields are obtained and used to define the incoming and outgoing states. Because of the non-Abelian character of the coordinate transformation group, the separation of propagated disturbances into physical and nonphysical components requires much greater care than in electrodynamics. With the aid of a canonical form for the commutator function, two distinct Feynman propagators relative to an arbitrary background are defined. One of these is manifestly covariant, but propagates nonphysical as well as physical quanta; the other propagates physical quanta only, but lacks manifest covariance. The latter is used to define external-line wave functions and non-radiativelycorrected amplitudes for scattering, pair production, and pair annihilation by the background field. The group invariance of these amplitudes is proved. A fully covariant generalization of the complete S matrix is next proposed, and Feynman's tree theorens on the group invariance of non-radiatively-corrected n-particle amplitudes is derived. The big problem of radiative corrections is then confronted. The resolution of this problem is carried out in steps. The single-loop contribution to the vacuum-to-vacuum amplitude is first computed with the aid of the formal theory of continuous determinants. This contribution is then functionally diRerentiated to obtain the lowest-order radiative corrections to the n-quantum amplitudes.
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These amplitudes split automatically into Feynman baskets, i.e. , sums over tree amplitudes (bare scattering amplitudes) in which all external lines are on the mass shell. This guarantees their group invariance. The invariance can be made partially manifest by converting from the noncovariant Feynman propagator to the covariant one, and this leads to the formal appearance of fictitious quanta which compensate the nonphysical modes carried by the covariant propagator. Although avoidable in principle, these quanta necessarily appear whenever manifestly covariant expressions are employed, e.g. , in renormalization theory. The fictitious quanta, however, appear only in closed loops and are coupled to real quanta through vertices which vanish when the invariance group is Abelian. The vertices are nonsymmetric and always occur with a uniform orientation around any fictitious quantum loop. The problem of splitting radiative corrections into Feynman baskets becomes more difhcult in higher orders, when overlapping loops occur. This problem is approached with the aid of the Feynman functional integral. It is shown that the "measure" or "volume element" for the functional integration plays a fundamental role in the decomposition into Feynman baskets and in guaranteeing the invariance of radiative corrections under arbitrary changes in the choice of basic field variables. The "measure" has two effects. Firstly, it removes from all closed loops the noncausal chains of cyclically connected advanced (or retarded) Green's functions, thereby breaking them open and ensuring that at least one segment of every loop is on the mass shell. Secondly it adds certain nonlocal corrections to the operator field equations, which vanish in the classical limit 5-+ 0. The question arises why these removals and corrections are always neglected in conventional field theory without apparent harm. It is argued that the usual procedures of renormalization theory automatically take care of them.
In practice the criteria of locality and unitarity are replaced by analyticity statements and Cutkosky rules.
It is virtually certain that the "measure" may be similarly ignored (set equal to unity) in gravity theory, and that attention may therefore be confined to primary diagrams, i.e. , diagrams which contain Feynman propagators only, with no noncausal chains removed. A general algorithm is given for obtaining the primary diagrams of arbitrarily high order, including all fictitious quantum loops, and the group invariance of the amplitudes thereby defined is proved. Essential to all these derivations is the use of a background fie1d satisfying the classical "free" Geld equations. It is never necessary to employ external sources, and hence the well-known difhculties arising with sources in a non-Abelian context are avoided. Here one must be careful. There is an important difference between general covariance and ordinary Lorentz covariance, and neither one implies the other.
Lorentz covariance is the expression of a geometrical symmetry possessed by a system. In gravity theory it has relevance at most to the asymptotic state of the field. As has been emphasized by Fock, ' the word "relativity" in the name "general relativity" has connotations of symmetry which are misleading. Far from being more relativistic than special relativity, general relativity is in fact less relativistic. For as soon as spacetime acquires bumps (i.e. , curvature) it becomes absolute in the sense that one may be able to specify position or velocity with respect to these bumps, provided they are sufficiently pronounced and distinguishable from one another. Only when the bumps coalesce into regions of uniform curvature does spacetime regain its relativistic properties. It never becomes more relativistic than Oat space-time, which is characterized by the 10-parameter Poincare group.
The technical method of distinguishing between the Poincare group and the general coordinate transformation group is to confine the operations of the latter group to a finite (but arbitrary) region of space-time. This, however, is not the whole story, for the general coordinate transformation group still has, even as a gauge group, profound physical implications. Some of these we have already encountered in I, and some we shall encounter in the present paper. Others will appear in the final paper of this series, which is to be devoted to applications of the covariant theory. If it were not for these implications there would be little interest in pushing our investigations further, for there is no likelihood that such "prosaic" processes as gravitongraviton scattering or curvature induced vacuum polarization will ever be experimentally observed. 4 The real reason for studying the quantum theory of gravity is that by uniting quantum theory and general relativity one may discover, at no cost in the way of new axioms of physics, some previously unknown consequences of general coordinate invariance, which suggest new interesting things that can be done with quantum Geld theory as a whole.
Our problem will be to develop a formalism which makes manifest the extent to which general covariance permeates the theory. Oat and which may even be closed and Gnite. These advantages are typical of what we shall mean by the phrase "manifest covariance. " Use of the phrase, however, is not to be understood as implying that the simple trick of introducing a variable background metric makes everything obvious. The generally covariant propagators will not be unique but will be choosable in various ways, analogous to the gauge choices in quantum electrodynamics, and we shall have to undertake a separate investigation, just as in quantum electrodynamics, to verify that the choice is irrelevant. This investigation turns out to be much more complicated than in the case of quantum electrodynamics.
Of the Gve advantages listed above as stemming from the use of a variable background metric only the Grst two will appear in the present paper. The third argued /see S. Weinberg, Phys. Rev. 138, 8988 (1965) g that the general coordinate transformation group is simply a consequence of the zero rest mass of the gravitational field and its long-range character. 4 Although one might hope for some very indirect cosmological evidence for such processes. QUANTUM THEORY OF . GRA V ITY. I I and fourth will be demonstrated in the following paper of this series, while the fifth remains a program for the future. It is not out of place here, however, to speculate brieQy on this ultimate program. As long as the conventional S matrix is our chief concern it is appropriate to choose a background metric which is asymptotically Oat. We shall see that Lorentz invariance of the S matrix then follows almost trivially from the formalism, in the limit in which the background metric becomes everywhere Minkowskian. Now it is obvious that scattering processes are also possible in an infinite world which is not asymptotically Bat. In such a world it should be possible to construct a generalized S matrix in which the conventional planewave momentum eigenfunctions are replaced by wave functions appropriate to the altered asymptotic geometry. The asymptotic geometry itself would be fixed by choosing the background metric appropriately.
In a closed wor1d no rigorous S matrix exists. The continuum of scattering states is replaced by a regime of discrete quantization, and, as we have seen in I, the wave function of the universe may even be unique.
It may be conjectured that the forma1ism most appropriate to this case is obtained by choosing the background metric to be rot a c number but rather an operator depending on a small number (e.g. , owe) of quantum variables similar to the operator E representing the radius of the Friedmann universe studied in I.
These variables would be quantized by the canonical method, while the full q-number metric would continue tb be treated by manifestly covariant methods. (Conditions of constraint would, of course, have to be imposed on the latter metric to take into account the fact that some of its degrees of freedom have been transferred to the background metric. ) The resulting simultaneous use of both the canonical and covariant theories might help to reveal the relationship between them.
As has been remarked in I, no rigorous mathematical link has thus far been established between the canonical and covariant theories. In the case of infinite worlds it is believed that the two theories are merely two versions of the same theory, expressed in di6'erent languages, but no one knows for sure. The analysis of radiative corrections has turned out to be of such intricacy that the covariant theory has had to be developed completely within its own framework and independently of the canonical theory. Although the structure of the covariant theory is suggested by the formalism of field operators, and hence maintains a few points of contact with conventional field theory, the language of operators is dropped at a certain key stage and c-number criteria are thenceforth exclusively employed to maintain internal consistency. It turns out that the language of operators is a peculiarly unwieldy one in which to discuss questions of consistency when the invariance group of the theory is non-Abelian.
The language of graphs and the S matrix is much more direct.
The latter language, embracing as it does many different particle theories at once, is also much less dependent on the detailed Lagrangian structure of the field theory on which it is based. It assumes that virtual processes may be described by an infinite set of basic diagrams, the combinatorial properties of which are the same for all field theories. In working out the details of how this language is to be extended to the nonAbelian case, we have attempted to develop it within as broad a framework as possible. Every theorem in this paper will therefore apply not only to the gravitational field but also to the Yang-Mills It will prove convenient in what follows to adopt a highly condensed notation. The field variables (assumed here to be real) will be denoted by y', " and commas followed by indices from the middle of the Greek alphabet will be used to denote differentia, tion with respect to the space-time coordinates. The first part of the Greek alphabet will be reserved for group indices, to be introduced presently. Primes will be used to distinguish different points of space-time; they will also appear on associated indices, or on field symbols themselves, when it is desired to avoid cumbersome explicit appearances of the x's. In most cases, however, the primes will be simply omitted. This corresponds to making the indices i, j, etc. do double duty as discrete labels for Geld components and as continuous labels over the points of space-time. That is, an index such as i will really stand for the quintuple (i, x', x', x', x') 
, &2&R =R", Rp. = R.", ;-R", :-= r". ;"-r"':, "+r".r", '-r". r", , ' o'= 1 2g (gpr v+g"r p gpv r)'
The indices p, v, p, 0. , 7 are raised and lowered by means of the metric tensor g", and its inverse g&v.
In the remaining entries of this table the symbol (4)R is replaced simply by R. 
This identity results from contracting the Bzanchi identity R", '; p+R"p, T, "+Rp", ',"=-0 which can be verified by straightforward computation using the fact that the Riemaee tensor R""' transforms as a mixed tensor of the fourth rank.
-lap' = gap' Fa"ppv = -&a"pp";o'+2c'apF~"o&e'pp" rp'v= a1gl/2(bpva'r' lgpvb pa'r') P";= gl/'(b"; ,:+R"b. ;)-. g1/2g -lbtv' = gbsv'g P-1/2 I/pva'r' -rgl/2(gppgv'k~gplgvp gpvgpX) Here the hP are the infinitesimal group parameters and the R' are certain linear combinations of the 8 function and its derivatives, with coeKcients depending on the q's (see Table I ). The action functional in particular is a group invariant:
R' "-=0, cl' p --0.
(4.10)
The reasonableness of these assignments may be made apparent by noting the transformation laws of the quantities in question. Both transform contragrediently to the adjoint representation of the group. In the case of general relativity they are therefore covariant vector densities of unit weight" and may be presumed to vanish by virtue of the fact that space-time has no metric-independent preferred directions. In the case of the Yang-Mills group they may be presumed to vanish by virtue of the fact that the corresponding quantities vanish for the generating Lie group which, for physical reasons is necessarily compact. RG+y= G+R, (6.11) which is proved by making use of (4.7), (5.6), (5.11),and the kinematic structure of the Green's functions. Since (4.7) generally holds only when the background field satisfies the field equations, it is important to remember that Eq. (6.11) holds only in this case. The transpose of Eq. (6.11) may be used in a straightforward way in combination with (4.4) to show that the solutions (5.13) of the equation for in6nitesimal disturbances are consistent with the supplementary conditions which were used to get them in the first place. Equation (6.11) also 6nds repeated use in the theory of radiative corrections.
S. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS) SUPPLEMENTARY CONDITIONS, AND GREEN'S FUNCTIONS
The above results provide the starting point for a covariant theory of the Poisso~bracket. In the canonical theory equal-time Poisson brackets are defined for arbitrary functions of the g""andtheir conjugate momenta, and the physical Hilbert space of the quantum theory is determined by constraints imposed on the state vectors. In the manifestly covariant theory Poisson brackets are de6ned only for observables, and hence it is possible in principle to work within the physical Hilbert space from the very beginning. " Moreover, the covariant theory makes no distinction between equal-time Poisson brackets and others.
The definition, which is due to Peierls, " is From (6.3) and the arbitrariness of the Cagchy data fl'8&p it then follows that they are right inverses as well:
FG~= -1, FC= 0. soR. E. Peierls, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A2&4, t43 (1952) .
With the aid of (6.5) and (6.10) = A "iB, ;C, k(C"G"+G"Ck')+A "B, ;iC.k (A+,8+) =I~CsIa .
(7.14)
F+ ""=-A+ ", "-A+ ", ",
/kVfr 2 ('P /l6, P1+ 0 Vr /if 9 sr, Pl/ 'P Vd, l4 )1. (8 2)
Both of these quantities have the linear structure (7.10) with differential coefficients satisfying (7.9). Using the well-known cyclic differential identities satisfied by these invariants (see Table I ), as well as the propagation equations aF+ ""=0,
it is straightforward to derive the following Fourier decompositions:
F+~= i(2') '-s p -$p (a+,+e+"+a+"e .) P"(a+"+e+"+a~, -e "))X"~e'r *(2E) '~sdp' +Hermitian conjugate, (8.5) R+"". , == --, '(2e-) '" Lp,p, (a++e+"e~+ a+ e "e, )
+ p"p, (a++e+"e+, +a+ e,e,) p,p, (a++-e e+++a+ e "e, ) p"p, (a+~e+,e+ +-a+ e "e, )5e'r *E '~sdp' +Hermitian conjugate. (8, 6) 
G&&&+&~"e'"-=peen""Gp&+& (x, x') Gp&+& e'=y~eG&&&+&(x, x') 0 0 0. ))""=-e+"e"+e+"e " Here Gp~+& is the positive energy part of the function Go+ -Go and Eq. (9.13) assures consistency of (6.11) with the decompositions (9.7) and (9.14). The explicit form of the matrix M appearing in (9.13), (9.14) and (9.15) is given in Table II appears to describe a self-coupled massless scalar field satisfying the usual condition (y)=0 in the vacuum. However, one hnds in fact (y)= -3p/k The Lagrangian should be rewritten ss(g"g -&+m, 'y.')+ 'gg' (1-/24)-hy4, where p= y -(y) and m2=3p2/2X, to display the fact that as long as p, /0 the actual quanta carry mass. This result shows up in another way if one attempts to compute the self-decay rate of the quanta on the assumption that they are massless. Because of the possibility of having the momenta of massless quanta all parallel, conservation arguments cannot be invoked to exclude the decay, and, contrary to a widespread impression, phase-space arguments do not suKce but must be investigated in detail. It turns out that the decay rate into softer quanta is infinite. The infinity arises from diagrams with internal lines. Such lines, when not in closed loops, are necessarily on the mass shell. Nevertheless, it is the y' term of the Lagrangian which gives the trouble and not the q4 term. When p =0 phase-space limitations prevent the dangerous diagrams from contributing, and the decay rate then vanishes.
In the case of the gravitational held the work of Brill (see Ref. 13) (12.17) where P' is restricted to Z; .In view of (12.14),the unitary transformation which yields this is a I y'&= -s p s "spd&"lp'). (12.18) Making use also of (12.8) and (12.11) we therefore get (o, Iy'lo, -)= -i *(0, lo, -) -scabs, "
x(o, -lz(~~')Io, --), (12») where T denotes the chronological product.
Since the field q' now has no invariance group the operator Ss is nonsingular, and Eqs. (12.12) It is easy to verify that the operators G'&8/bq&& commute with each other, and from this it follows that the G" ' '" are completely symmetric in their indices.
These functions, which are known as the bare n;poi yt functions, have a well-known graphical representation which is illustrated in Fig. 1 It would still be necessary to make an independent check of the theory for invariance with respect to the underlying isometry group, because the origin of such a group -in particular, of the Poincare group -is distinct from general coordinate invariance.
It is quite easy to verify the Lorentz invariance of the present theory, much easier than it would be to check invariance under any other asymptotic or underlying symmetry group. This is because, with the usual choices of field variables (Table I) 3' The test is usually carried out in momentum space. Since the wave-packet assumption is implicit in the Fourier transformation process it is then no longer necessary to worry about conditions of reversibility of the order of various operations. In fact, the whole test reduces to an algebraic exercise.
"It has been pointed out by Sachs that the asymptotic invariance group of gravity is actually much bigger than the Poincare group. LSee R. K. Sachs, in Relativity, GrottPs ortd Topology, edited by C. DeWitt and B. De%itt (Gordon and Breach Science Publishers, Inc. , New York, 1964l. g We make no attempt here to investigate this larger group, the existence of which seems to be related to certain conformal invariance prop- " For convenience it will be assumed that q" =0when q'=0 and that the transformation is one-to-one analytic at the zero point so that-. series such as (15.5) have a nonvanishing domain of convergence. 
Since the wave-packet assumption is always implicit, the nonlinear teens in the P's inside the parentheses vanish at ininity rapidly enough so that for them the arrow on S;; may be reversed. Expression (15.9) therefore reduces immediately to (14.25), and we have, for all rt) 3, A"r" 4, '"=t;,... 4 (15.11) as one of several interlocking requirements which will ultimately serve to define 5' in a unique manner. It turns out that (15.11) leads to a rather interesting and previously unknown result which can be translated into the q-number language as follows:
When operator field equations exist (e.g. , when no invariance group is present) they must necessarily contain eoelocal terms, which vanish in the classical limit A~0, in order that the theory be invariant under changes of variables. We shall discuss later the reasons why such terms are not normally considered.
The reader will have noted the ease with which fundamental theorems may be proved now that the theory has been expressed completely in c-number language. The c-number language has also the effect of emphasizing similarities between the classical and quantum theories of wave scattering. From a classical point of view the function &t& represents a finite disturbance on a background q, and the tree functions describe the self-scattering which it seers. The differences between the classical and quantum theories arise from the existence, in the latter, of the radiative correction term W[&)&+&&)], which has no counterpart in the classical theory, and from the fact that it is not the retarded or advanced Green's function which is used but the Feynman propagator, with the result that P is complex instead of real. We come now to the most diKcult part of the theory; the determination of the functional 8' which describes all radiative corrections or so-called vacuum processes.
We do this first for a fictitious system defined by the action functional ipS, , ;P'P' and then later extend the results to the real system. It is clear, from the point of view of perturbation theory, that the fictitious system provides a first approximation to the real system. This approximation will be denoted by the subscript (1).
Since the quanta of the fictitious system do not interact with one another the tree functions all vanish, and the scattering operator reduces to (16.12) which is the desired result.
With the eigenvalues n and nt set equal to zero Eqs. (16.7) and (16. We note that they also permit, with a suitable choice of phase, the complete identi6cation
In order to compute lowest-order radiative corrections it is necessary to perform functional differentiations on 8'(~). For this purpose it is convenient to reexpress 8'(~~in a different form. We Grst recall that a formal determinant like (16.23) may be expanded by the Fredholm method in terms of traces. Remembering the cyclic invariance of the trace and making use of (9.10) and (9.39) we may therefore write
We next compare this determinant with det(1+X+Go&+&) -' which contains the sects of both physical and nonphysical quanta. Using the canonical decomposition (9.7), the fundamental lemma (10.17), and Eqs. (9.2), (9.13), (9.14), and (10.18), we have the identity det(1 -Vvt) = det (1+iI) It is to be noted that the Gctitious quanta are needed only when the invariance group is non-Abelian. In the Abelian case the vertices V(;)p to which they are coupled vanish. This is one of the reasons why quantum electrodynamics, with its Abelian gauge group, fails to provide a satisfactory training ground for studies in quantum gravidynamics.
Another peculiarity of the vertices V(;~p is their lack of symmetry with respect to the group indices. Although they appear in a symrnetric combination in (17.2) they do not always appear thus in more complicated processes. Their asymmetry ls indicated in Fig. 2(b The last identity, which is obtained with the aid of (9.10), (9.42), (10. 9a), and (11. 2), shows explicitly that the functions 8(+) propagate real quanta on the mass shell only.
We are now ready to employ (17.11) in the verification of (17.4). In this, as well as in many similar but more complicated derivations later to be stated without proof, repeated use is made not only of (4.7), (14.5), (17.25) , and the other identities collected above, but also of a hierarchy of identities following from (4.8), which follows from (6.19), (9.19) , and (9.29). When no invariance group is present the result is 4'o 4 p ( II( )iij+SjkG", 'II (i), 'i) = oi4o'4o', t io)G + i(y it G(+)kmG(+)alt . 8 2) which has the graphical representation shown in Fig.   3 
.rtsG-" (I &«&&&+ I'&t»&~)G'+'sj (18 3b) which has the graphical representation shown in Fig. 3(b) . In each case the derivation is straightforward but tedious. Obviously, the amount of computational labor involved in converting from Q&+' to the functions G(+) and G(+) mounts rapidly as the complexity of the underlying tree diagrams increases.
In functionally differentiating either the externalline wave functions or the physical propagators it is necessary to have a variational law for $&+& analogous to (18.1).This is obtained by inserting (6.19) and (11. 10) into (11. 11) and then using (9.23) '""lG" (19.11) 6"= 6"+8", krak+ (I/2!) 8",ki&kP'+ . . (19.12) The algebra is straightforward. Here we work only up to the order needed in discussing S'~~~, more eKcient methods of procedure will be given in the next section. X(detG+) 'jkdP, (19. 22) "The step function need not be defined for spacelike separations of i and j but must be handled with care when the two space-time points coincide. Fortunately it disappears in the anal forms of Eqs. (19.13), (19.14) , and (19.15 That is to say, the removal of the noncausal chains "breaks open" all the closed loops, and the result is representable as a sum over tree diagrams with all external lines on the mass shell. However, the particular trees which are obtained, and the coeKcients attached to them, generally depend on which noncausal chains are removed first and on what oriemtatioe one chooses to assign to them. In the more complicated diagrams there is not even a unique way of averaging over orientations.
One may nevertheless ask whether there is a "correct" way of removing noncausal chains. The answer is yes, but it must be determined separately in each individual case by a computation which is as complicated as those of the preceding section; no simple general algorithm has so far been found. Moreover, even when the noncausal chains have been properly removed the resulting tree diagrams cannot yet be assembled into Feynman baskets. "Nonlocal terms" beginning in lowest order with F(2), have also to be discovered and added.
To gain an appreciation of the complexities which arise the reader may try his hand at decomposing W(3), remembering to take into account the contribution which I'~2~makes in this order, through its presence in FIG. It tlrns out that these terms can alternative/y be obtained from the pnmary diagrams of Fig. 7 by removing noncausal chains and adding the nonlocal "correction" which is a generalization of (19. 34) . In this case the noncausal chains must be removed in a maximally symmetric manner which gives equal weight to both dotted and solid lines and to the various distinct orientations of the diagrams. Now it is a remarkable fact that W&», as given by the primary diagrams of Fig. 7 As a working procedure we shall therefore assume, just as in, conventional field theory, that it sufFices to deal with the primary diagrams alone. Although much work remains to be done to establish this assumption with complete rigor, it is then quite easy to construct a manifestly covariant quantum theory of gravity (and/or the Yang-Mills 6eld) which is unique to all orders of perturbation theory. One has only to discover what diagrams have to be added to those of Fig. 5 , etc. , in order to obtain y-invariant vacuum-to-vacuum amplitudes, and this problem has been completely solved.
The solution of the problem for the case of W~i& is given in Fig. 7 . The diagrams of this figure can be discovered in the following way. " One adds to the Wtt& diagrams of Fig. 5 other topologically similar diagrams, involving the fictitious quanta in all possible ways, each with an arbitrary coeKcient, and then adjusts the coefFicients so that the total expression becomes invariant under changes in the y's. In the process one discovers the following facts, which hold to all orders:
(1) The 6ctitious quanta always occur in closed loops; "R. E; Cutkosky, J. Math. Phys. I, 429 (1960 where the subscript (1) 
